Career-building program for female STEM students
Our network consists of numerous players – and creates supporting synergies

- Partner universities and colleges
- Companies and research institutes
- Femtec GmbH
- Scholarship holders
- Femtec.Alumnae e.V. and professionals
Femtec network partners

Partnering companies, research institutes and universities

- Fraunhofer
- EVONIK
- PORSCHE
- Amazon
- Danaher
- ZF
- T
- BCG
- ABB
- Daimler Truck
- EnBW
- University of Stuttgart
- RWTH Aachen University
- FAU
- Technical University of Darmstadt
- Technical University of Munich
- Technical University of Dresden
- ETH Zürich
- KIT
The scholarship lays the foundation for individual career opportunities.

For whom? For how long?

- Female students at the beginning of their Master's studies in the STEM subjects, 55 scholarship holders per semester
- Three schools in parallel over a period of 13 months

Main topics

- Shaping your own career
- Leading and steering yourself and others, current leadership concepts and exciting approaches to dealing with complexity
- Developing and managing innovations
- Establishing networks
- Getting to know a diverse range of corporate worlds

Graduation

- Diploma Supplement and Certificate
"I always had a lot of fun at Femtec and also learned a lot for life."
"The soft skills I learned in workshops and trainings help me to communicate better with others, to present myself and also to assert myself, both in my job and in everyday life. However, the greatest treasure that Femtec has given me is the network of motivated and committed female engineers and natural scientists."

Femtec alumna
5. How do I apply?

Online application via Femtec homepage, including video pitch

Selection of the AC candidates by Femtec and your university

Invitation to the Assessment Center

AC day (full day):
- 12 participants per location
- Group task
- Individual task
- Interview
Moderation: Femtec GmbH

Application period:
October 17th – November 06th 2022

Pre-selection
November 7th – 11th

Your confirmation of AC participation by November 13th

Assessment center:
December 1st (online)

Final confirmation of program participation:
December 13th, 2022
More information

- [www.uni-stuttgart.de/femtec](http://www.uni-stuttgart.de/femtec)
- Online-Information event on Wednesday, October 26th, 2022, 5:30 p.m.
- Register for the info-event: [https://www.student.uni-stuttgart.de/en/after-studies/femtec/registration/](https://www.student.uni-stuttgart.de/en/after-studies/femtec/registration/)

- Contact: Femtec office - University of Stuttgart
  Stella Meyer
  femtec@uni-stuttgart.de
  Tel.: 0711/685-81162